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Northwards: How Norway became a destination for German 
car tourism, 1920s–1960s
Marie-Theres Fojuth

Department of Cultural Studies and Languages, Faculty of Arts and Education, University of Stavanger, 
Stavanger, Norway

ABSTRACT
The article traces the beginnings of the powerful liaison between 
automobile technology, tourism, and the ‘Land of the Fjords’. 
Focusing on the German automobile club ADAC in the period 
1920s to 1960s, the article examines how German motorists dis-
covered and embraced Norwegian roads, and what idea of the 
‘Norway experience’ was constructed along the way. Tourists, it is 
argued, were primed for car travel through the narratives of con-
trasting vistas and sublime nature stemming from the time Norway 
was experienced by cruise and cariole. During the German occupa-
tion of Norway 1940–1945, narratives and pictures of Norwegian 
landscapes were spread among Germans as never before; now 
combined with narratives of heroism, conquest, and technology. 
In the 1950s, when West Germany was experiencing the onset of 
mass tourism and mass motorization, the concept of the extraor-
dinary car trip on Norway’s roads was ready to be widely commu-
nicated and put into praxis. Postwar ‘Grand Tours on wheels’ to 
Scandinavia were both continuing narratives on Northern remote-
ness and otherness, and ‘silencing’ historical landscapes of war. By 
the mid-1960s, Norway had been established as a superb car tra-
vellers’ destination, a sanctuary of nature just accessible by a car.
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Introduction

My family keeps an untitled photo album, which belonged to my great-uncle (1915–2010) 
from Berlin. ‘Start on 2 August 1953 for the Scandinavian journey’ is written on the first 
page. You can see my great-uncle with his newly-wed wife, standing together in a Berlin 
street, next to their companion for the following four weeks: A van borrowed from the in- 
laws’ laundry. Whenever a country border was crossed during the following month, a new 
pennant was proudly displayed on the hood – at the end of the journey, there were 
German, Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian pennants (Figure 1). The pictures, postcards, 
and drawings collected in their album show their fascination for Scandinavian landscapes, 
cultural sights, camping, and car travelling. On a postcard home, tucked between the 
album pages, they mention in particular the diversity of the Norwegian landscapes. 
Travelling northwards, for them, was a goal in motion, not a place they could reach.
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Eight years after World War II, my great-uncle and his wife must have been one of the 
first German car tourists in Scandinavia after the war. With their self-made camping car, 
they practiced a tourism culture that is highly professionalized and self-evident today, at 
least as far as Norway is concerned: In 2019, 61% of foreign tourists in Norway travelled 
through the country by car, among these German tourists were the largest group of 
them.1 While other countries have internationally renowned tourist resorts tailored for 
longer stays, this is not the case in Norway. At most, we find stops along the way (for 
example Bryggen in Bergen and the Geiranger fjord) and well-known roads like the E6 and 
the Atlantic route. Norway is covered by a network of campsites, rest stops, hotels, tourist 
signs, and specially designated scenic routes. The state project Nasjonale turistveger 
(Norwegian Scenic Routes), realized through huge investments since 1994, is a recent 
evidence that Norway is prioritizing car tourism.2

This article traces the beginnings of this powerful liaison between automobile technol-
ogy, tourism, and the ‘Land of the Fjords’. Focusing on the activities and writings of the 
German automobile club ADAC in the period 1920s to 1960s, this study examines how 
German motorists discovered and embraced Norwegian roads, and what idea of the 
‘Norway experience’ was constructed along the way. Which images of country, people, 
and nature were sustained, challenged, and redefined by the car? What steps made the 
car not only fit into the coastal landscapes and the fjords, but also become a preferred 
means of travel and landscape experience? And finally, what role did the German 
occupation of Norway 1940–1945 play in this bilateral history of tourism?

The premise of the article is the observation that the development of tourist destina-
tions depends not only on infrastructural development, legal regulations, economic 

Figure 1. Photograph from a Scandinavian journey done by a German couple in 1953, titled ‘By the 
Trondheim fjord’. Private.
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aspects, and right to rest and leisure, but also on certain, circulating narratives and images 
that construct a ‘tourist gaze’.3 This often-quoted term by sociologist John Urry helps to 
describe that what people are looking for as tourists ‘varies by society, by social group and 
by historical period’ and is shaped by the tourists’ own social, cultural and political 
background.4 In this understanding, the communicative construction of what is ‘out of 
ordinary’ and worth seeing, is the prerequisite of modern mass tourism. This means that 
an investigation of the development of Norway into a car travel destination needs 
a discursive and transnational approach. The analysis of the German accounts is thus 
only a beginning, although it focuses on a significant visitor group. This inquiry draws on 
several studies on automobilism and tourism in Norway, in particular on early tourism by 
foot or cariole and cruises by ship along the coast.5 Norway was discovered by foreigners 
in the late eighteenth century, and from the 1830s onwards, it became a destination for 
the first ‘tourists’.6 Foreign car tourism has so far only been superficially researched.7

Another seminal theoretical lens of this article is the technological system of road, car, 
and windscreen, and how it ‘mediates’ nature, together with other technologies.8 

Automobility has been described as requisite, companion, and reflection of modern 
lifestyle and societal ideas of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, where the car is 
closely connected to ideas of individuality, flexibility, freedom, and adventure, but also 
everyday-life.9 Infrastructure, travelling, and perception of landscapes have always been 
closely intertwined.10 While the railway journey revolutionized time, space, and landscape 
in the nineteenth century, the windscreen has redefined how we experience the world in 
the twentieth century.11 Several studies have observed how, particularly in North America, 
the car has redesigned the idea of nature and wilderness.12 The ‘windscreen’ is under-
stood both literally as a frame that creates constantly changing landscape vistas, and in 
a figurative sense as the automobile technology that both enables, mediates, and creates 
nature experience. This article aims to apply these perspectives on automobility and the 
mediation of nature to a European case, and expand the discussion further by including 
border crossing, national identity, and bilateral relations.13

The article’s analytical gaze concentrates on the German automobile club ADAC, today 
Europe’s largest automobile association by its 21 million members.14 Founded in 1903 as 
Deutscher Motorradfahrer-Vereinigung (German motorcyclist’s association) and changed 
to Allgemeiner Deutscher Automobil-Club (General German Automobile Club) in 1911, it 
soon became the leading advocate and information channel for German motorists. In 
1930, 140,000 Germans were members, and in 1965, the one millionth member was 
celebrated.15 ADAC established its own tourism department in 1924,16 which has since 
produced large amounts of information material, maps, travel guides, marketing bro-
chures, and package tours. By this ADAC had a massive impact on the travels of Germans, 
and thus played a remarkable role in the history of leisure and landscapes in Europe in the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. However, ADAC has so far been overlooked as 
a central agent in the history of tourism.17

The article’s main source material is ADAC-publications, especially the club magazine 
ADAC-Motorwelt. This is an outstanding source published monthly from 1925 (the 
precursor Der Motorfahrer was published from as early as 1903), with a break between 
August 1944 and August 1948.18 The title ‘motor world’ is telling, as the magazine 
narrates a world defined by the engine’s possibilities in companionship with the mobile 
human. In ADAC-Motorwelt, ADAC discussed both technological development, societal 
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changes, and its own practices – and, not least, tourist destinations, ways to travel, and 
to meet the world as a tourist. Contemporaneous tourist literature is also consulted in 
this article. The selection criterion for these additional publications is based on their 
renown and popularity.

The study is limited to the period from the 1920s to the 1960s. The starting point is not 
a car trip, but a cruise by ship for ADAC members along the Norwegian coast in 1929. At 
that time, however, the Norwegian inland routes were already thematized in various 
German travel guides. In the 1960s, which has been described as the German ‘take-off of 
mass tourism’,19 the idea of Norway as a travel destination by car was established. 
According to ADAC-Motorwelt, car travels on Norwegian roads were no longer an 
‘expedition’,20 and later travel guides and travelogues were variations on the established 
theme.

Cruising northwards

The first time the ADAC guided its members to Norway was in 1929. This year, the club 
organized a Nordlandfahrt – a three-week club cruise from Hamburg and along the 
Norwegian coast to the North Cape, run by the shipping company Hapag with its 9,000 
tonnage steamer Oceana. The tour was the main story of several ADAC-Motorwelt issues in 
1929, in order to promote the cruise ahead of the journey and to report on the travel 
experience after the fact. The coastal landscape of Norway up to the North Cape was the 
tour’s main attraction: ‘Northwards, ADAC-wanderer, your tour is heading this time!’ the 
first article began.21 Norway was characterized as a land of ‘harsh majestic beauty’, of 
‘Gods and sagas’, of a ‘ragged coast’ and ‘blue fjords’.22 The traveller was to be over-
whelmed by the ‘contrasting coexistence of cycloptic immenseness and lovely grace-
fulness’, and by ‘the sublime solitude of the North Cape’.23 The stimulating changes of 
impressions were to make passengers forget the ‘monotonousness of everyday life’.24

In this very first paragraph about Norway in ADAC-Motorwelt, all that characterized 
Norway in 1929 and in the following decades, was introduced: the fjords, the northern 
remoteness, the Viking history, the sublime landscapes, and the breath-taking contrasts 
en route. Norway was a land defined by extremes, specifically the clash of land and sea. It 
was not a destination to travel to and to stay in, but to travel through or alongside. The 
traveller’s direction was northwards, aiming for the North Cape, which ADAC-Motorwelt 
introduced by a dramatic cover in February 1929 (Figure 2).

This Norway was not only an ADAC concoction. A Nordlandfahrt was built on a well- 
established concept of German tourism. Kaiser Wilhelm II (r.1888–1918) had started sailing 
through Norwegian fjordscapes with a group of male companions from 1889 onwards. As 
these sailings were covered by the German mass media, cruising northwards like the 
Kaiser became popular when offered by shipping companies for a larger group of German 
tourists.25 The Norwegian landscapes became a promised land – a mythic, pre-industrial, 
and apolitical region far away from the accelerations of modern urban life, political and 
social tensions, complaints and ‘demoralization’.26 Nordland seemed to be what the Reich 
was not, and symbolized the lives Germans wanted to live. Heroic narratives of human 
struggles with nature became connected to Northern-ness by the celebrities of Fridtjof 
Nansen, Roald Amundsen, and Sven Hedin.27 ADAC’s Nordland clearly drew on popular 
German narratives and marketing conventions.
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ADAC had organized member tours before. Collective driving tours through Germany 
and neighbouring countries were a central part of club life.28 Car touring was understood 
as the sport of mastering the engine, the road and the speed, and landscape as a means of 
‘crunching miles’. The members needed landscapes to drive through and hotels to stay 
overnight. Tourism was the consequence of driving, not the other way around. With 
increasing automobile possibilities, the members sought more remote destinations. While 
American car drivers could explore apparently endless ‘wilderness’,29 it seems that 
German roads became too short for motorists.30 Americans drove to experience their 
own nation. Germans drove around the neighbouring countries, especially the 

Figure 2. Cover of ADAC-Motorwelt 26, no. 6 (1929) © Reprinted with the kind permission of ADAC e.V., 
Communication and Editorial Department. Provided by www.zwischengas.com/archiv.
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challenging mountain roads of the Alps. In 1928, ADAC even organized a club tour by car 
through America.31

The tour along the Norwegian coast was something new, however. The Nordlandfahrt 
did not require any driving skills, wayfinding efforts, refuelling, or engine repairs – the 
German motorists left their ‘Adventure Machine’32 at home. The essence of what it meant 
to be a motorist was no longer needed. The freedom, flexibility, and individuality con-
noted with automobility was replaced by a detailed schedule of a shared itinerary. There 
was leisure, laughter, community, luxury. The originally exclusive and masculine Norway 
experience in the emperor’s stern waves was now available to more people, also women 
and children.33

For ADAC, Norway was a country rich in natural beauty, yet the local population was 
hardly mentioned in the cruise descriptions. The exception was the derogatory character-
ization of the Sami: ‘It is a strange people who live here in primitive huts, with their 
depressed figures, with their colourful costumes, with their dogs and reindeers’.34 ADAC 
here described the indigenous people as ‘others’ the tourists could observe as in a folk 
exhibition. In another article, the ADAC author even expressed his slight discomfort that 
the presentation of the Sami with their reindeer reminded him of ‘Hagenbeck’, i.e. the zoo 
in Hamburg.35

The landscapes, too, were on display. The coast and fjord landscapes slid far behind 
the railing. Historian Wolfgang Schivelbusch noted a new landscape experience in 
relation to the railway journey, and described the view from the railway window as 
‘panoramic’.36 The same was true for cruises along the Norwegian coast. The foreground 
lost its importance, while the interplay of landscapes at distance acquired a special 
attraction.

When the ship docked at certain locations and shore excursions were made possible, 
the ship’s passengers could also ‘step into’ these panoramas. Trains, carriages, and even 
cars were waiting for them, bringing them deeper into the country. One ADAC member, 
however, complained about the Norwegian driving style: Norwegians drove slowly, did 
not cut corners, and honked at blind spots.37 Norway was ‘not a country for German 
drivers’, in the rapporteur’s judgment.38

Early automobile routes

Why would ADAC bypass the car entirely when launching Nordland as a travel experience? 
The Norwegians’ driving style could hardly have been that daunting. Maybe an answer 
can be found in the contemporaneous guidebooks. It must be remembered, however, 
that these books were aimed at a broad German readership, not just at motorists as were 
the ADAC publications. We have to keep in mind that the car was still a luxury item.39 In 
1919 only one in 684 Germans owned a car.40 In 1933, the relationship was one car for 
every 100 people.41

The most popular publishing house for German travellers at the time was Karl Baedeker. 
His renowned red books guided readers to German and foreign landscapes from 1835 
onwards.42 In 1929, the current Baedeker about Norway (including Sweden, the routes 
through Denmark, Iceland, and Svalbard) was from 1914. This was the 13th edition of 
a guidebook published as far back as in 1879.43 These editions make clear that Norway 
already had a firm place on the German map of tourist-attractive countries.
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In the 1914 Baedeker, travelling with ‘your own automobile’ was recommended for 
Denmark and Southern Sweden, but explicitly not advised for Norway.44 Surprisingly, 
the reason was not the condition of the roads, as the public roads were characterized 
as ‘excellent’.45 Legal aspects similarly presented no obstacle, as the book referred to 
automobile associations that could provide information on customs conditions and 
other regulations to bring one’s own car.46 The reason why Germans shouldn’t travel by 
car was that all roads ended ‘at the outermost branches of the fjords’.47 Travelling in 
Norway was dependent on transporting the car on a steamer, ‘which may cause 
difficulties’.48 Accordingly, the automobile was not suitable in Norway’s fjord land-
scape. Since this was Norway’s main attraction, there was no reason to car travel to 
Norway.

Furthermore, travelling by car was too fast for the viewer to catch all the various 
landscape impressions. Even if several Norwegian Skyssstasjoner (coaching inns) already 
provided transport by automobile, this was not a convenient way to enjoy the 
landscapes.49 To meet the requirements of the Norwegian nature, the traveller needed 
to slow down:

The sometimes expressed opinion that even the magnificent nature of the Western 
Norwegian fjords cannot stand comparison with the Alps, is essentially due to the haste 
with which many travellers hurry through the country, without allowing themselves the time 
to take in the different landscape vistas. Only gradually the eye of the Central and Southern 
European get used to the new appearance of a pure nature untouched by human hands.50

The worries about shortcomings for fast-travelling tourists can be found in other con-
temporary German books about Norway.51 A possible solution for Baedeker and others, 
could have been to guide the readers to cruise by ship along the fjords. Instead, Baedeker 
formulated a harsh critique on this kind of mass tourism, which did not fit the idea of 
travelling individually with the red guidebook as a travel companion.52 In the criticism of 
cruise ships and the homage to carioles, pre-automotive travel books gave an idea of 
what would become the attraction of travelling by car in Norway: the freedom to stop 
whenever and wherever the traveller chose.53

All travel guides described travelling through Norway as the main attraction. They were 
structured by routes, not by sightseeing vistas, places, hotels, or towns.54 The guidebooks 
gave the reader a choice between different routes. In this way, each journey became 
unique: the traveller chose which route, which combination of routes, at what pace, and 
where he or she would make a stop. This concept of offering tourist routes in Norway had 
since 1850 been professionalized by the travel bureau of the Englishman Thomas 
Bennett.55

The German guidebooks also paid attention to certain Norwegian roads, ‘cleverly laid 
out’ within a challenging topography.56 Common for these roads was their winding way 
through mountainous regions, along steep slopes and wide views, all of them ending in 
a fjord. This interest in scenic roads increased around 1930. Grieben’s guide to Norway 
from 1930, for example, described the Haukeli road in Southern Norway as ‘one of the 
most magnificent, splendid mountain roads in Norway, built 1857–87 under the greatest 
difficulties’.57 When Baedeker published a new guide to Norway in 1931, this book, too, 
praised Norwegian road construction: ‘with regard to the daringness of the construction, 
they are in no way inferior to the great alpine roads’.58
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The Norwegian roads were not for the faint of heart. Baedeker warned its readers: ‘In 
the beginning, some travellers will not be able to suppress a slight discomfort on the 
older, hilly paths or on the sharp bends of the mountain roads’.59 This ‘slight discom-
fort’ was a modern variation of Edmund Burke’s sublime, referring to the aesthetics of 
high mountains, deep abysses, or wide oceans.60 The observer was frightened and 
attracted, just some metres away from danger and death. This feeling was com-
pounded with awe and respect for engineering structures, a combination which has 
been called ‘the technological sublime’.61 Riding the Norwegian roads, then, was 
a sublime experience. These descriptions contain the seed for understanding car 
driving as a brave act.

The drive by car, however, was still not recommended for foreigners according to 
Baedeker in 1931.62 The most beautiful parts of Norway – the fjords and Northern 
Norway – were hardly suitable for driving. Travellers had to transport their car by steam-
ship over longer distances; an expensive and sometimes difficult affair. The guidebook 
mentioned newer car ferries but did not describe them in more detail.

In 1931 ADAC contributed to the touristic discovery of Norway with five pages in 
Auslands-Tourenbuch (Abroad tour book), and the country was thus established as 
a possible destination for German motorists. The roads were described as first-rate and 
attractive for the car driver looking for challenging journeys:

Road conditions for car tourism are quite favourable in Norway. The country has excellent 
communication routes with its long roads whose conditions really could serve as a model for 
many other countries. The roads leading from the east and south over the mountains to the 
beautiful fjords of the west coast are really excellent. However, they – and even more so, of 
course, the roads in the far north – make certain demands on the vehicle and driver, because 
the mountainous stretches have numerous steep inclines and countless tight bends that 
often lead to dizzying heights or into the enormous depths of the cut valleys.63

Driving Norway by car, ADAC made clear, was an outstanding experience. The interrup-
tions by steamboats were not described as obstacles as in Baedeker. Rather, the ferries 
gave the trip a greater experience value:

It is particularly advisable to undertake a trip combined by car and ship, because on the one 
hand you can enjoy the beauties of the coastal landscapes with their fjords deeply cut into 
the land, on the other hand you have the opportunity to get into the interior of the country 
with the motor vehicle from the bays and fjords, where there is ample opportunity for hiking, 
mountain climbing and hunting.64

The combination of different technologies – steamer and automobile – opened up the 
Norwegian nature with all its beauty, sublimity, and diversity.

In Auslands-Tourenbuch from 1931, Norway was yet far inferior to other destinations. 
The statistics on ADAC travel information of the same year presented the same picture.65 

Norway was still hardly discovered as a car travel destination. The pieces were gradually 
put in place: Roads were built and opened to car traffic.66 The grand narrative of the land 
of the manifold vistas, great roads, and skilled drivers was established. More and more 
Germans could afford a car, even though the development ‘from luxury goods to every-
day objects’ had not yet been completed.67 Last but not least, getting used to the speed 
of the automobile – originally perceived as too fast for the variety of Norwegian land-
scapes – was just a matter of time.
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Spying out the north

German tourism to Norway continued to take place primarily on board on a ship – after 
1934 cheaper options began to be offered by the Nazi leisure organization Kraft durch 
Freude (Strength through Joy).68 In the same year, ADAC and other smaller German 
automobile clubs were consolidated into a common, Nazi loyal club, DDAC (Der 
Deutsche Automobil-Club). The club excluded Jewish members and worked for the 
automobile’s contribution to strengthen the Volksgemeinschaft, and cooperated closely 
with NSKK (Nationalsozialistische Kraftfahrkorps – The National Socialist Motor Corps), the 
paramilitary organization for motorists.69 ADAC-Motorwelt was replaced by the magazine 
Deutsche Kraftfahrt – published monthly 1939–1943 and four times in 1944 – paying 
homage to automobile technology at the front.

In April 1940, Deutsche Kraftfahrt devoted a five-page long article about the new 
Norwegian road Riksvei 50, connecting Oslo and Hammerfest and today called E6.70 The 
report was published the same month as Germany attacked and occupied Norway. At first 
glance, the article did not tell a story of war, but a story of tourism. Several well-composed 
photographs showed a Ford Cabrio, the driver, and a female co-driver. The couple 
travelled individually, not on board a Nordland cruise. Again, and again, the Ford stopped, 
and landscape vistas were documented with the camera (Figure 3). The aim of the tour 
was to reach the North Cape.

The story told is about exploring a foreign country by car. On its way through 
Norwegian landscapes, the car was equipped with a pennant of DDAC at the front and 
Danish and Norwegian flags on the radiator bonnet. All pictures focused on infrastructure: 
the road Riksvei 50, the harbours of Oslo, Hammerfest, and Narvik, and the walking path 
up to the North Cape were all included. The author started describing the length of the 
Norwegian coast, and the distance from Trondheim to Kirkenes of 2000 km, before noting 
‘the almost colonial Nordland’.71 Today, considering the date of publication, this trip 
appears as a manifestation of Nazi claims in the North.

The Deutsche Kraftfahrt article from 1940 about experiencing Norway by car was highly 
political. The text was written and the pictures were taken before the German occupation 
of Norway, and despite the description of an ‘almost colonial’ space, the author discussed 
the ‘English interest in Norway’ and noticed that he had met several ‘English “Tourists” 
and scientists’ on his trip.72 His quotation marks told the readers that these Englishmen 
had come to Norway for reasons other than holiday or research. The author was Vitalis 
Pantenburg (1901–?), a Nazi geographer and journalist who was, in fact, himself accused 
of being a German spy.73 Most likely, the purpose of the trip described in the 1940-article 
was to explore and document Norway for the German military; especially the infrastruc-
ture and harbour facilities. This representation of German car tourism in Norway, we can 
assume, depicts an act of espionage.74

The female co-driver was not mentioned in the text. Probably, she was Pantenburg’s 
wife.75 Her role is unclear – was she an accomplice or a cover, or maybe both? 
Nevertheless, we never do see her at the wheel, at a time when there were indeed female 
drivers, even though they were in the minority.76 In German narratives, Norwegian roads 
were made for male drivers.

On 9 April 1940, thousands of German soldiers followed the car tracks of Pantenburg 
and his co-driver, and occupied Norway until May 1945. While there were around 130,000 
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German soldiers in Norway in 1940, around 380,000 were stationed in the country from 
1943 until the end of the war.77 Wartime service abroad could also involve touristic 
experiences while stationed in a foreign country, several studies have shown.78 We 
may assume that this observation also applies to German soldiers in Norway during 
World War II. Compared to other locations, being stationed in Norway turned out to 
be relatively quiet, as the main task was to be prepared for a possible allied attack.79 

As photographs, diaries, landscape paintings, and oral histories document, there was 
time for skiing, mountaineering, bathing, and sightseeing.80 Ebba D. Drolshagen, 
author of several books on the history of German-Norwegian relations, argued that 
for many of the German soldiers in Norway, Norwegen was an admired touristic 
destination they would not have experienced without ‘Travel agency Wehrmacht’.81

The war put a halt on civil tourism, but it did not stop the circulation of narratives and 
visualizations of the various, sublime, and beautiful Norwegian landscapes.82 The 

Figure 3. ‘“Riksvei 50” breaks through the wild Dovrefjell’. Photograph from Vitalis Pantenburg, 
‘Riksvei 50. Die neue transskandinavische Fernautostraße’. Deutsche Kraftfahrt no. 4 (1940)© 
Reprinted with the kind permission of ADAC e.V., Communication and Editorial Department. 
Provided by www.zwischengas.com/archiv.
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Norwegian Travel Agency in Berlin and writers in German newspapers and magazines 
continued to promote Norway as tourist destination.83 Two publications issued during the 
occupation can serve as examples for the continuity – and development – of a German 
‘tourist gaze’ during World War II.

The first example is Das Land der Mitternachtssonne: Erinnerungen an Norwegen 1940 
(The Land of the Midnight Sun: Memories of Norway 1940), written by Hans Poll, 
a German stationed in Norway.84 The text was committed to Nazi ideology and assumed 
a we-community of shared memories of ‘a proud, wonderful time’.85 The visualization of 
these war memories, however, happened through photographs of varied, classic tourist 
sites and landscapes. The texts consisted of different building blocks that we recognize 
from the pre-war travel guides, describing the manifold landscapes of fjords, mountains, 
waterfalls, and midnight sun.86 The photographs in Poll’s book stem from two 
renowned Norwegian picture agencies, Carl Normann and A.B. Wilse.87 Both had been 
important agents in selling Norwegian landscapes as attractive tourist destination by 
the means of postcards, tourist books, and slide shows.88 The 72 pictures included in 
Poll’s book presented the diversity and beauty of Norway seen as a whole. Hiking, skiing, 
and boat trips were ways to experience Norwegian nature, as was driving a car. Several 
pictures showed a landscape opened by a road, sometimes with a car.89

The other example is from Deutsche Kraftfahrt, the previously mentioned magazine 
issued by the consolidated DDAC. In January 1942, a nine-page long article entitled 
‘Norwegen’ was published.90 The main text is the memory of a pre-war coast, but the 
introduction puts this travelogue in the context of occupation:

As on all fronts of this war, the NSKK has also proven its worth high up in the north, in the 
Norwegian mountains, which are so rich in terrain difficulties. The demands that men and 
machines had to meet here were sometimes unusually high, but they were mastered 
everywhere.91

Photographs of NSKK vehicles stuck in mud and snow visualized the story of Norway as 
a challenging, yet heroic driving experience. Photographs of scenic landscapes were also 
shown. The text and images present a compelling story: Windscreen Norway, here, was 
a land of beauty, sublimity, diversity, and heroic, masculine struggle on wheels.

The automobile was to connect Berlin with the northernmost point of the ‘Greater 
Germanic Reich’, the North Cape. At a time when highway construction in Germany was 
being pushed forward on a massive scale, the individual practice of driving and car travel 
might appear as a collective service.92 Car enthusiasm was part of Nazi propaganda, and 
the Volkswagen was seen as contributing to literal, but also political mobilization.93 By this 
understanding, driving on Norwegian roads, like massive road construction in the occu-
pied country, was part of ‘Hitler’s Northern Utopia’.94 A scenic ‘Great Road of the North’ 
was primarily planned for postwar civilian use.95 Travelling northwards was no longer 
conceptualized as a border-crossing, but as an appropriation of landscapes claimed to 
belong to Berlin.

Don’t mention the war

When the war ended in 1945, approximately 1–2 million Germans, perhaps more, had 
spent time in Norway.96 They returned to postwar Germany with different memories of 
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Norway,97 and it is likely that the narratives of wartime in Norway influenced the postwar 
history of tourism. It may well be that former German soldiers in Norway went back 
northwards as tourists, with wives and children; that postwar adolescents travelled to the 
land that fathers, uncles, older brothers or others had talked about; or that they had seen 
on postcards and read about in books such as Land der Mitternachtssonne.

Historian Alon Confino has described how veterans’ travels to war sites of their youth 
functioned ‘as a symbolic practice in which German men embraced experience of the 
Third Reich without being – in the new Western Europe – politically incorrect’.98 At the 
same time, a younger generation of travellers began to see tourism as a break with the 
Nazi past and as a means of international understanding.99 The heterogeneity of postwar 
tourists – different generations, roles in Nazi Germany, political standpoints, ways of 
dealing with the past – makes an analysis of tourist narratives complex. Norwegian 
roads could encompass a breadth of longings, and this, as we shall see, was most likely 
key to their attractiveness.

ADAC re-emerged in 1946, and started again to publish ADAC-Motorwelt in 1948, now 
under the pronounced purpose of democracy, reconstruction, peace, and freedom.100 The 
resurrection of ADAC involved efforts to re-establish the Nordic connection, also with the 
‘“promised land” in the north’,101 as one ADAC-Motorwelt writer phrased it. In 1952, the 
Olympic Winter Games were hosted in the capital city of this promised land, Oslo. 
This year, Norway was explicitly mentioned in ADAC-Motorwelt for the first time after 
the war. ADAC published an answer to a ‘letter-to-the-editor’ where a club member asked 
for a travel route for a summer vacation to Oslo with a Volkswagen. ADAC-Motorwelt 
indicated how difficult it was for Germans to get a visa to Norway, with the comment: 
‘Deutsche noch unerwünscht!’ (‘Germans still unwanted!’) – probably an unconscious 
adoption of the sign ‘Jews unwanted’, which was found in German shops, restaurants, 
hotels, and at village boundaries in Nazi Germany. Nevertheless, ADAC-Motorwelt recom-
mended different routes from Hamburg to Oslo.102

Only a year later, ADAC-Motorwelt published a travel story entitled Eismeerstraße und 
Mitternachtssonne (Arctic Sea Road and Midnight Sun).103 This was the year when my 
great-uncle and his wife made the earlier mentioned road trip northwards with the 
laundry van. The text in ADAC-Motorwelt was about driving, the different and tough 
road conditions, the stops along the way, and the many ferries through Norway. The 
marks of the war in Northern Norway were briefly recognized by the author, although not 
connected with feelings of sorrow, guilt or worry about how Scandinavians would react to 
German tourists eight years after the war.104 No meetings with Norwegians were men-
tioned, while the author described the Finns as a welcoming people, with good knowl-
edge of the German language.105 In Finland, he also met several Sami. This was not, 
however, considered a meeting of equals: ‘The primitive living Lapps are small, have all 
crooked legs and decorate their blue costumes with a lot of red embroidery’.106 The 
author continued the old discourse, now addressed to car tourists. In this way, the car 
became a vessel not only for space but also time travel: It brought the traveller back to the 
pre-war concept of Northern remoteness and otherness.

Car travels to Scandinavia gradually became easier and more affordable, at least as far as 
the Federal Republic of Germany was concerned. From 1954 onwards, Norway no longer 
required visas for German travellers.107 The rapid growth of West German industry – usually 
labelled Wirtschaftswunder (economic miracle) – helped tourism flourish, with Italy as the 
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main travel destination.108 In 1955, the one millionth Volkswagen Beetle rolled off the 
production line in Wolfsburg.109 During these years the level of motorization in the West 
German population rose by 20% annually, and in 1960 the number of cars per 1000 
inhabitants exceeded the Western European average with 81 cars.110 In 1961, the 
same year that the construction of the Berlin Wall finally excluded citizens of the German 
Democratic Republic from the Scandinavian adventure, the ferry-line between Kiel and 
Oslo was reopened. The new M/S Kronprins Harald had place for 130 automobiles, and 
a second ferry, M/S Prinsesse Ragnhild, was introduced in 1966.111 ADAC-Motorwelt stated 
that a road trip to the far north no longer had the ‘character of a medium sized 
expedition’.112

During the 1950s and 1960s, ADAC-Motorwelt promoted Norway as an attractive car 
travel destination, often as a part of a Scandinavian journey.113 In this coverage the 
landscapes appeared remarkably empty of people and history. Scandinavia was described 
as a ‘travel destination with wide areas in which time seems to have stood still for 
centuries’.114 Landscapes, however, are never empty; they are always historical and 
closely linked to stories about the past.115 Supposedly untouched nature can be ‘a land-
scape of a shared knowledge of history’, said the anthropologist Kirsten Hastrup in regard 
to Iceland.116 With this notion in mind, Norwegian landscapes were also German historical 
landscapes: They were associated with ideas of Vikings and Ultima Thule, and with the 
names of Ibsen, Grieg, Hamsun, and Nansen. For German tourists, Norwegian landscapes 
were related to German conceptions of history.

After 1945, these landscapes had a new layer of history: the history of war, occupation, 
and destruction. There were narratives related to places and placenames (for example the 
Battles of Narvik and the sinking of Blücher in the Oslo fjord), as well as ruins, voids, and 
remains of military infrastructure and installations. The Atlantic wall – the German built 
defence system at the coast – remained as a concrete mark of the war. Places like Narvik 
and Voss were rebuilt after the war, and the new houses told the story of what had been 
lost. However, the postwar German guidebooks and ADAC publications hardly describe 
these urban and coastal landscapes of war.117 Baedeker from 1957 briefly noted the 
destructions of Narvik: ‘damage that has since been repaired’.118 The bunkers along the 
coast were not mentioned anywhere, neither the Blücher wreck nor the German bombs 
that ruined Voss. These are some of many examples of what I term ‘silenced historical 
landscapes’.119

Landscapes of war were silenced in postwar travel literature, and so was the fact that 
there were continuities between Nazi tourism and postwar tourism. The social spread of 
tourism and consumerism brought about by the Nazi leisure organization Kraft durch 
Freude had great significance for German tourism in the postwar period.120 The car had 
played a major role in propaganda but not been common property during Nazi Germany: 
In the Federal Republic of Germany in the 1950s, the car was regarded as a means of 
transport free of ideology.121 Private and individual car travels could appear as a new 
beginning after the war.

Questions of a German responsibility were apparently not compatible with tourism. In 
contrast, grief was very well reconciled with tourism, as historian Wiebke Kolbe argued in 
her study on journeys with the German War Graves Commission.122 Also ADAC recom-
mended its members to visit the war graves.123 Nonetheless, travelling meant first and 
foremost to flee from everyday life.
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Car travellers could not flee from being German, however. The car identification 
revealed the nationality. In this way, car travellers abroad could be understood as 
ambassadors for the new German states.124 Both ADAC and Baedeker gave clear instruc-
tions how to behave as German tourist abroad. In Schlagbaum hoch! (Turnpike up!), ADAC 
was primarily concerned about the unsuitable clothing style of German tourists.125 

Baedeker’s guide to Scandinavia from 1957, on the other hand, addressed the war wounds 
directly:

Anyone who goes abroad should always remember that they are seen as a representative of 
their people when they appear and behave. Especially in the Scandinavian countries, from 
which Denmark and Norway were occupied by German troops in World War II, tact and calm 
restraint are required in order to gain respect and friendship.126

This did not always work out. In 1965 an ADAC-Motorwelt author shared the story about 
a German tourist staying at a hotel in Hammerfest, boasting of his wartime experience in 
the same town.127 The author was deeply ashamed, and advised his readers never to talk 
about war memories abroad.128 Possibly this episode is a sign of the postwar Germany’s 
generational conflict entangled with Vergangenheitsbewältigung (coming to terms with 
the past).129

Contrary to US travels to the national parks, German car travel to Norway did not mean 
getting to know one’s own nation. The idea of national identity was nevertheless woven 
into the tourist narratives. They were part of a complicated web of images of self and 
other, ideas of Nordland and Skandinavien, and postwar concepts of guilt and reparation, 
remembrance and repression, continuity and new beginnings. The war and postwar 
generations both found their fortunes northwards, albeit with different starting points. 
For the older generation, the trip could be a return to places visited – or longed for – in 
their youth; for the younger generation the trip was a break with the past. The roads and 
routes were the same for both of them.

Grand Tours on wheels

While ADAC guided members to certain places for longer stays in countries such as Italy 
and Austria,130 Norway was presented as ‘drive-through’, as previously mentioned. Long 
driving in the ‘far north’ suited the car’s appeal of individuality. The Volkswagen beetle was 
the icon of the Western German reconstruction and the new living standard, and travels 
by car abroad became a modern Grand Tour. Just as the sons of the English nobility went 
on an educational trip mainly to Italy in the eighteenth century,131 Germans became 
automobile mile crunchers in the 1950s and 1960s. The individual travel thus became 
a collective experience – at least for Germans having the time, the money, a car, and 
a driver’s licence – and the North Cape became a personal trophy.

Car travel became a fashionable business. Camping places, motels and rest places 
popped up in Norway in the postwar years.132 When Baedeker came with its first postwar 
book about Scandinavia in 1957, it was called Autoreiseführer (Car travel guide).133 The 
guide’s selling point – also when ADAC-Motorwelt promoted it – was that ‘the road plays 
a particularly important role in Scandinavia’.134

ADAC started to offer several package tours for car travellers.135 In 1960, members 
could choose between 12 different Nordlandreisen car travels to Scandinavia, and all of the 
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six Norwegian travels led to the south and west coast and to the ‘most beautiful fjords’.136 

ADAC also organized convoy travels, as the ‘Wikingerfahrt’ through Norway and to the 
North Cape with 200 participants in 1969.137

Only mile-crunching could give an idea of the three main attractions of Scandinavia: 
solitude, largeness, and diversity.138 The Nordic countries, and Norway in particular, 
were conceptualized as a sequence of contrasting vistas, connected by roads and 
guidebooks. This was similar in the very beginning of Norwegian tourism history, as 
described earlier. What was new was that the car was no longer incompatible with the 
fjord landscape and the car’s pace was no longer considered to be too fast for the 
diversity of Norway. Rather, the automobile became the preferred means to experience 
the country. Even when it came to an article about sport fishing in Norway, ADAC did 
not describe this as a purpose in itself, but as a valuable occasion to stop on the route 
through Norway.139

To get to know Norway, you needed a car, a tent, a camera, and time.140 

A recommended trip could easily be up to 8000 kilometres: ‘Can be mastered in five 
weeks without difficulty’.141 ADAC knew that Norwegian road kilometres were not the 
same as German road kilometres. The numerous ferries made an interesting change, but 
also delayed the journey.142 The road conditions – generally unpaved, narrow, winding, 
and unsecured roads – made driving challenging.143 ADAC-Motorwelt gave the impression 
that Norway’s ‘boldly laid roads’ were just for good drivers with strong nerves, thus 
offering the starting point for proud travel reports.144

Although gender was not explicitly mentioned in the postwar accounts, an old narra-
tive of men conquering nature was continued here. Breath-taking roads, huge distances, 
and the solitude made the postwar Grand Tour a demonstration of masculinity. The 
authors of all writings analysed in this article were male, but their travelogues hardly 
allow any conclusions about who they travelled with. Generally, ‘we’ or ‘one’ is the 
subject, but we do not know whether it is (male) comrades, couples, or families. The 
picture in an article likely shows the author’s daughter, and in a few places, such as the 
discussion of ferry prices and hostels, there are references for families.145 However, the 
mileage was hardly compatible with family holidays.

Conquering and enjoying nature was to be closely connected for the modern car 
traveller. Scandinavia was presented as different from central Europe, and the main tourist 
destination, Italy.146 ‘Northwards’ was always construed as the opposite of the South and 
standstill, always a goal in motion. While you were lying on the beach with many others in 
Italy, you were crunching miles in the vastness of the north. In Northern Europe, there was 
‘a lot of space’, many opportunities to be alone and to feel close to nature.147 Here was 
‘Europe’s last big nature paradise’.148 This modern sanctuary was only available by car. 
Camping was promoted as a way to get closer to nature and solitude (Figure 4). ADAC- 
Motorwelt discussed camping equipment, places, and behaviour, and in 1962, an inde-
pendent camping guide to the Nordic countries was launched.149

By the 1960s, car travelling to Norway had become an attractive yet still paradoxical 
combination of collective and individual experience. On the one hand, to be guided by 
the ADAC, Baedeker, and others meant driving collective ‘German’ tourist routes in 
Norway. On the other hand, driving a private car on individually chosen routes, made 
the car traveller feel unique. This was contrary to the masses of German Italy-tourists, and 
it was different from the package tourism that attracted many others.150 The car seemed 
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to fit perfectly with the diversity of the Norwegian landscapes, the fjords, and the 
individual experience of the Northern remoteness. The windscreen mediated a more 
authentic, more natural Norway than tourists had ever experienced before.

These German narratives demonstrated considerable similarities to American driving 
culture. The US national parks were opened up to the masses by the automobile, as David 
Louter elucidated in Windshield Wilderness.151 Apart from Alaska’s reserves, the parks have 
not been imaginable without cars – ‘parks have been spaces, both real and imagined, for 
machines in nature’.152 Just as Americans sought and found ‘wilderness’ by car, German 
drove northwards in search of it. While for American motorists the national parks have 
represented ‘natural’ sanctuaries within a modern world, for German motorists 
Scandinavia became such a ‘world within the world’. A place in which time seems to 
have ‘stood still’, as quoted earlier. In America car tourism also led to the modern wild-
erness movement and the search for roadless nature,153 but this was not the case in 
German-Norwegian tourism. In the German narratives, the roads appeared as a matter of 

Figure 4. ‘In the south of Norway the coast does not descend so steeply; in the fjords you can often 
drive right to the shore and pitch your tent there (it is usually not even forbidden)’. Photograph from 
Heinz Schmidt-Wiking, ‘Nach Norden, ums Südland kennenzulernen’. Motorwelt no. 6 (1964)© 
Reprinted with the kind permission of ADAC e.V., Communication and Editorial Department. 
Provided by www.zwischengas.com/archiv.
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course and were never questioned. The ‘natural world’ was extensive stretches of space, 
without a soul, experienced only by the mile-crunching machine.

Conclusion

The development of Norway as a destination for German car tourism did not only depend 
on roads and accommodation, cars and driving skills, travel documents and holiday time. 
There was also a need for images, texts, and told stories that portrayed precisely this type 
of travel as possible, exceptional, and attractive. In this development, the authors of travel 
guides and information channels played a significant role, as did the German automobile 
club ADAC.

The German narrative of travelling northwards by car emerged and gained power in 
the period between the 1920s and the 1960s, so that car tourism finally was presented to 
be the best, even ‘natural’ way to discover Norway. This narrative was entangled with 
concepts of nature, technology, gender, and national identity, and strongly influenced by 
social, economic, and political history – especially the German occupation of Norway 
1940–1945. ‘Northwards’ was described as the opposite of the South and standstill, and 
thereby combined with different concepts such as the interwar condemnation of ‘the 
monotonousness of everyday life’, Nazi ideology of ‘Nordic’ supremacy, and the postwar 
idea of Scandinavia with a ‘lot of space’ and ‘nature’ in contrast to the destination of Italy.

When the car became a part of the tourist experience in Europe and America in the 
beginning of the twentieth century, Norway was renowned in Germany for the fjords, the 
North Cape, and the cruises in the stern waves of the German Kaiser Wilhelm II; a type of 
collective travel that was expanded after 1934 by the Nazi organization Kraft durch 
Freude. The car did not fit into these landscapes of the promised Nordland. Until the 
1950s, concrete travel recommendations to Norway did not appear in the ADAC club 
magazine ADAC-Motorwelt, and no car travel guide to Scandinavia was brought onto the 
German market.

Several instances did prepare an ‘automobile gaze’ at Norway, however. First, all of the 
analysed publications from before 1930 described travelling through Norway as the main 
attraction. Norway was not one landscape, but many contrasting vistas; not one resort to 
travel to, but a long route. Secondly, positive descriptions of travelling by cariole made 
clear that individual travels helped to experience ‘authentic Norway’. Choosing the route, 
stops, and pace individually intensified the experience of Norwegian nature. In the 
beginning of the 1930s, a third instance was added, when guidebooks and ADAC became 
interested in Norwegian road construction. Mastering the road and the technique of 
travelling in remote nature became a sublime experience and part of Norway’s attrac-
tiveness. The German occupation of Norway 1940–1945 spread these narratives among 
Germans as never before, and linked them to stories of heroism, conquest, and technol-
ogy. The roads northwards were now conceptualized as part and prerequisite of a ‘Great 
Germanic Empire’, linking the North Cape to Berlin.

In the 1950s, when West Germany was experiencing the onset of mass tourism and mass 
motorization, the concept of the extraordinary car trip on Norway’s roads was ready to be 
widely communicated and put into praxis. It appealed to both Germans of the war 
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generation who may have retained older concepts of landscape and the North, and veterans 
who wanted to see again the places of their youth. But it also appealed to the postwar 
generation who wanted to set themselves apart from the older generation and look to 
a future of international understanding, in which tourists were ambassadors of a new 
Germany. Even if Volkswagen and car travel were deeply connected to Nazi propaganda, 
driving northwards could appear as a new beginning after the war. Historical landscapes of 
war were ‘silenced’ in the postwar narratives on being a tourist on Norwegian roads.

Destination Norway became part of a modern Grand Tour through Scandinavia. Just 
mile-crunching could give an idea of the solitude, largeness, and diversity of Scandinavia, 
and Norway in particular. The fjords were no longer the obstacles, but the goal for the car 
tourist. Roads and campsites replaced waterways and cruise ships as a preferred gateway 
to experience Norway. As the parks for American motorists, Norway for German motorists 
became a destination where automobiles and landscapes entered into an almost ‘natural’ 
symbiosis. ADAC embraced the opportunity to lead its members northwards, both by 
promoting the destination and by offering organized trips.

By the mid-1960s, Norway had been established as a superb car travellers’ destination. 
The following decades must be the subject of future research considering major social, 
political, and technological changes. The first impression given by studying tourist pub-
lications of these decades (amongst them all ADAC-Motorwelt issues) is that the concept of 
Norway-by-car has been remarkably stable, even if cruising along the coast with the 
Norwegian public coastal route Hurtigruten was given new attention, and different 
Norwegian regions and activities like hiking and cross-country skiing were introduced. 
The tenor of promoting the country as a touristic destination seemed nevertheless to still 
require a car in order to experience the ‘authentic Norway’.154 The German car travellers 
and RV drivers one meets on Norwegian roads today are thus following a traditional route. 
When most of them feel they are not being ‘a typical tourist’,155 this is a symptom of 
a well-established and widely promoted ‘Norway-package’ where individual driving far 
away from package tourism is a key attraction.

For my great-uncle and his wife in 1953, the van borrowed from the in-laws’ laundry 
opened up a new world. Where they got the idea for the travel from, what information 
they read, and how they found their route is not known – nor whether they were ADAC 
members. What remains are the fragmentary pictures of a trip that, precisely in its 
individuality and experience en route, reflected collective German ideas of Norway as 
tourist destination.
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